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OBJECTIVES

1. Acquire basic knowledge of the history of science and technique, and its involvement in contemporary history.
2. Know the sources and documentation for the analysis of the scientific, technical and industrial heritage: scientific
and technical areas as witness to the development of the society.
3. Capture elements and precise criteria to address the bases and realizations of scientific, technical and industrial
heritage and their social applications.
4. Obtain practical abilities in the construction, development, study and cataloguing of scientific, industrial and
technical heritage.
5. Acquire advanced knowledge about the various legacies that have reached our days related to the history of
science and technique.

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME

The subject gives attention to the scientific, technical and industrial heritage. It provides scientific and technical activity
considering not only the research and teaching, but also industrial applications. An introduction to the history of
science and technology is included, looking at, especially, the contemporary world and reviewed scientific collections,
by comparing the model of cabinet with the virtual possibilities (Prof. Marcelo Frías). At the same time deals with the
study of heritage response to the issues raised by engineering, especially telecommunication and industrial, and its
presence in the public works and transport, as well as new computer applications (Prof. Emilio Olías). The
characteristics of scientific collections and their classification criteria of conservation and restoration of collections,
within the framework of the work of the Cultural Heritage Institute of Spain and the guidelines followed by Corps Upper
Scientific of Conservative of Heritage (Prof. María José Suárez) are also studied.

Block I: History of science and technology. Historical basis: methodology, documentary models.
-Session 1 - History, method, concepts: introduction to the history of science and technology.
-Session 2 - Scientific collections: Cabinet model.
-Session 3 - Documentary sources: the virtual possibilities.
-Session 4 and 5 ¿ Practical Session: Original or replica on the scientific heritage? Debate. Process of reproduction
and product obtained - fossils, rocks and minerals-.

Block II: Industrial heritage
-Session 1 - Engineering: history and heritage
-Session 2 - Transportation: public works and telecommunications
-Session 3 - The Academies of Engineering and Industrial Heritage in Spain: Industrial Engineering and
Telecommunication Engineering (19th and 20th centuries)
-Session 4 and 5 - Practical Session: Publications congresses on international heritage and history of engineering. As
heritage software: the software is manufactured. Explanation with examples.

Block III: Scientific and technical heritage
-Session 1 - Legal status. Classification. Scientific principle. Scientific collections and museums.
-Session 2 - Conservation and restoration of collections. Methodology. Criteria of preventive conservation,
intervention, exposure, transportation and storage.
-Session 3 - Types of museums and collections: astronomical, natural sciences, industrial.
-Session 4 and 5 - Practical Sessions: Data sheet catalogue. Study of real catalogues and museum pieces. Mounting
an exhibition.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

1. Keynote lectures, where will be the knowledge that students need to acquire. They will be given to the basic texts of
reference students enabling them to understand and deepen the contents of the given subject.
2. Practical classes, in which they work with specific documentation that allows students a more precise approach to
the contents of the field.
3. Discussion groups, on specific issues to fix in the students specific capabilities that should be acquired in the
course, fostering critical analysis and the examination of the sources.
4. Exhibitions, where are presented the results and materials worked, aiming to encourage learning and the acquisition
of skills in the domain of the filing and public dissemination of the work carried out.

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

Follows the process of continuous evaluation and evaluative proportion of tests or work conforms to the ECTS weight
of the activities, allowing a flexible assessment margin teachers.
(a) Attendance and active participation in class: 25%
(b) Presentations and work and practice of class: 25%
(c) Work: 50%
(Option A) Elaboration of a project of work of research individual, from any of the topics addressed in the course. It is
not, therefore, the students can develop a theme, but to develop and prepare a project on a topic, which you can apply
or develop in the future. It will assess the suitability and originality of the chosen topic, delineation of objectives,
methodology and work plan as well as the study of the possible benefits of the proposed project.
(Option B) Elaboration of a scientific article, in relation to any of the topics addressed in the course. Is titrated with
commonly used standards and requirements in scientific publications. (The exam is substituted by the final work)

% end-of-term-examination: 50

% of continuous assessment (assigments, laboratory, practicals…): 50
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